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About us

JobStreet and jobsDB are part of SEEK Asia, the leading 
online employment marketplace in Asia. SEEK Asia covers 
7 countries: Hong Kong, Indonesia, Malaysia, Philippines, 
Singapore, Thailand, and Vietnam. SEEK Asia is the extension 
of the Australian Securities Exchange listed company called 
SEEK. As Asia’s best talent sourcing partner, our company’s 
purpose is to help improve people’s lives through a better 
career. SEEK Asia’s database consist of over 500,000 
corporate hirers and over 24 million candidates. 
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Executive summary
Regional insights

Our survey reveals that the overall regional job market outlook 
for 2017 is slightly dampened compared to the previous year. 
This is to be expected with the overall state of the ASEAN 
economy going through a downward adjustment phase due 
to a bottoming out of global oil prices and the moderated 
deceleration of the PRC’s economy1.
  
The average regional job outlook for both candidates and 
hirers was that it would be slightly gloomier than the preceding 
year, with the tabulated hirer average score of 3.16 and 
candidates average score of 3.46.
 
Candidates and hirers in most countries share a similar outlook 
of the respective job markets with hirers having slightly higher 
optimism than candidates. This trend is seen in all countries 
except Indonesia and the Philippines, where candidates have 
a more optimistic outlook.

A gloomier year for the job market

VN
Regional
average

3.46
3.16

ID MY PH SG TH

6

5

4

3

2

1

Job outlook candidates vs hirers (on a scale 1-7, 1 being worse, 4 the same and 
5-7 better compared to 2016)

Candidate Hirer

Across the region, replacing and filling essential positions 
(50%) is the largest trend, predominantly occurring in Malaysia    
where companies are keeping costs down. Business 
expansion and recruitment is expected by 22% of the hirers 
polled. Singapore has the largest portion of hirers declaring a 
hiring freeze (21%), followed by Malaysia (7%). 

Regional hiring priorities:
majority favour status quo

Despite the economic challenges faced by some of the 
countries, the Philippines and Vietnam anticipate 2017 to be a 
brighter year for the job market scenario.

The hiring priorities in Vietnam and the Philippines further 
reinforces this positive outlook. A large pool of Vietnamese 
hirers (68%) anticipate business expansion and plans to hire. 
This is also the case in the Philippines where 64% of hirers 
indicate expansion and hiring plans.

Positive job market growth countries

IDMYPH SGTHVN

4.53
3.87

2.95 2.93 2.82

4.85

Regional job outlook (in percent) Same as 
2016

Gloomier
than 2016

Brighter
than 2016

44%

33%

23%

Candidate
27%

13%

60%

Hirer

Country job outlook ranking Same WorseBetter

Note: Ranking is calculated based on the average of both candidate and hirer scores

Note: “Worse” is calculated by number of respondents who scored 1,2 or 3, “same” 
for those who scored 4 and “better” is calculated by number of respondents who 
scored 5, 6 or 7. 

1 ADB Outlook 2017 (back cover) pg 26 of 341.

We will be only 
replacing / filling 
essential positions

We will be 
maintaning our hiring 
rate next year

We will not be hiring 
in the next year - 
total freeze hiring

We will be expanding 
and will be hiring 
more people

We will be hiring 
less compared to 
previous year

Other

Regional - hirer recruitment priorities

ID
32%

31%
23%

9%
2%

3%

MY
54%

18%

11%

9%

7%
1%

Regional
average

50%

22%
12%

8%

7%

1%

TH
39%

43%

12%

4%

2%

PH
17%

64%

10%

8%

1%

SG
17%

33%

21%

8%

21%

VN
24%

68%

4% 2%

2%

Highlights

Expect a gloomy 2017.44% 
candidates

vs60% 
hirers
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Insights on candidate and hirer 
industry outlook  

Urgent call to realign employee misperceptions 
Regional average scores reveal that hirers believe that the 
manufacturing (4.99), health (4.31) and construction (4.01) 
industries will experience a slightly brighter 2017. These 
industries are ranked as top three by hirers. Conversely, 
candidates predict that the scenario for all seven industries will 
be worse off than 2016. They placed both construction and 
manufacturing amongst their bottom three picks and voted for 
financial services (3.64) as tops. This mismatch in outlook 
between hirers and candidates calls for hirers in these industries 
to be proactive in communicating their hiring plans to address 
employee misperceptions and turnover.

Both candidates and hirers sent the telecoms industry to the 
bottom rung. As reported in Telecomasia, telecommunication 
players are expressing subdued optimism for 2017. This could be 
due to the general overcrowded telecoms scene.Telcos are facing 
stiff competition and are challenged to find new revenue streams.

Notable trends 
The overall forecast of the job market scenario outlook by industry 
was mixed across the region’s different economies.In Thailand, 
hirers from the health and manufacturing industries are 
extremely positive on the job market outlook, scoring top scores 
of 7 out of 7.In Vietnam, both candidates and hirers are looking 
forward to a brighter 2017. The health sector hirers have posted 
a very positive outlook (5.5).

Telecommunications:
• telecommunication

Construction:
•construction / building / 
engineering

Manufacturing:
• manufacturing / 
production

Energy:
•oil / gas / 
petroleum

Health:
• medical / healthcare / 
hospital

Financial services:
•
•

accounting / audit / tax services
banking / financial services / 
securities / stocks

Consumer goods, services 
& retail (CGSR):
• call centre / IT-enabled services / BPO
• clothing / garment / textile / apparel
• computer / IT (hardware)
• computer / IT (software)
• consumer products / FMCG

• education / library
• food & beverage / catering / restaurant
• general & wholesale trading
• goverment / civil services / defence
• hotel / hospitality
• media / publishing / TV / production
• retail & merchandise

Industry grouping

Regional - candidate and hirer outlook by industry rankings
(on a scale 1-7, 1 being worse, 4 the same and 5-7 better compared to 2016)

Same WorseBetter

R
eg

io
na

l
av

er
ag

e

Candidate

Financial services
Health 
CGSR
Energy
Manufacturing
Construction 
Telecoms 

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

3.64
3.61
3.60
3.56
3.52
3.47
3.46

Hirer

Manufacturing 
Health
Construction 
Financial services 
CGSR
Energy 
Telecoms 

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

4.99
4.31
4.01
3.80
3.74
3.67
3.28

Comparison of candidate & hirer outlook by industry in each country
Same Worse HighlightsBetter

Candidate
Health 
Telecoms 
Manufacturing 
Energy
Construction 
Financial services 
CGSR

3.29
3.12
3.06
3.05
3.03
3.00
2.99

Hirer
Energy 
CGSR
Financial services 
Construction 
Manufacturing 
Health 
Telecoms 

3.00
2.99
2.86
2.67
2.47
2.00
2.00

Health
CGSR 
Manufacturing 
Construction 
Financial services  
Telecoms 
Energy

3.17
3.03
3.02
2.98
2.98
2.89
2.83

Financial services 
CGSR 
Energy 
Manufacturing 
Health 
Construction 
Telecoms  

3.06
2.94
2.92
2.81
2.81
2.72
2.37

MY

Health
Construction 
Financial services  
CGSR 
Manufacturing 
Energy 
Telecoms

5.33
5.25
5.00
4.80
4.73
4.00
3.00

Telecoms 
Health 
Energy 
Financial services 
Construction 
CGSR  
Manufacturing  

5.43
5.24
5.03
4.99
4.93
4.83
4.75

PH

Financial services 
Health
Energy 
CGSR 
Manufacturing

3.67
3.33
3.00
2.71
2.25
NA
NA

CGSR 
Telecoms 
Energy 
Manufacturing 
Financial services    
Health 
Construction   

2.93
2.89
2.86
2.58
2.47
2.22
2.08

SG

Health
Manufacturing 
Energy 
CGSR 
Construction   
Telecoms

7.00
7.00
5.20
4.55
4.33
4.00
NA

Financial services 
Telecoms 
Manufacturing 
Energy 
CGSR 
Construction  

3.86
3.83
3.53
3.50
3.42
3.38
NA

TH

Health
Construction 
Financial services  
CGSR 
Manufacturing 
Energy 
Telecoms

5.50
5.00
4.80
4.50
4.50
4.37
4.00

Construction 
Health
CGSR
Financial services    
Manufacturing 
Energy
Telecoms 

4.68
4.47
4.46
4.45
4.42
4.00
3.11

VN
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Corporate sales has the most positive outlook across the region 
with a score of 4.22. All other specialisations expect 2017 to be 
worse off than the previous year. Second ranked is corporate 
finance (3.97), and followed by civil engineering/construction 
(3.85), science & technology (3.80) and healthcare – nurse/ 
medical support (3.70) specialisations. This result indicates that 
the region is moving into a more advanced growth phase, 
climbing the income ladder2, where there is a demand for high 
technology and a greater level of expertise from its workforce.

Insights on candidate outlook 
by specialisation 

Analysis by country reveals 
The ranking of candidate outlook by specialisation for each 
country reveals differing results according to their unique 
economic and industry situations. It is interesting to note that 
of the 32 categories, personal care/beauty/fitness services 
appear on the Top 5 ranking in Malaysia, the Philippines, 
Singapore and Thailand. This points to the region moving into 
a higher income level where many can afford personal care 
luxuries on a broad scale.

When an industry is in a 
depressed state, employees 
get jittery and prepare to 
leave. Hirers must reassure 
employees, map attractive 
remuneration and career 
development programs to 
retain valued talents, instead 
of spending time and money 
on hiring.

2ADB Outlook 2017, page 7

Candidate outlook by specialisation - regional top 5
(on a scale 1-7, 1 being worse, 4 the same and 5-7 better compared to 2016)

Same WorseBetter

Sales - Corporate
Finance - Corporate finance / 
Investment / Merchant banking
Engineering - Civil / 
Construction / Structural
Science & technology / Laboratory
Healthcare - Nurse / 
Medical support & Assistant

1

2

3

4

5

4.22
3.97

3.85

3.80
3.70

Finance - Corporate finance / 
Investment / Merchant banking 
Healthcare - Doctor / Diagnosis
Personal care / Beauty / Fitness service
Engineering - Electrical
Healthcare - Nurse / Medical support / Assistant

1

2

3

4

5

SG
5.00

5.00
4.00
3.50
3.36

Sales - Engineering / Technical / IT 
IT / Computer - Hardware
Hotel management / Tourism services
Engineering - Civil / Construction / Structural
Personal care / Beauty / Fitness service

1

2

3

4

5

PH
5.67
5.48
5.42
5.36
5.25

Healthcare - Doctor / Diagnosis 
Finance - Corporate finance / 
Investment / Merchant banking 
Personal care / Beauty / Fitness service
Logistics / Supply chain / Transport
Manufacturing / Production operations

1

2

3

4

5

TH
6.00
5.67

4.67
4.25
4.13

ID
Science & technology / Laboratory 
Marketing / Business development
Corporate strategy / Top management
IT / Software
Sales - Corporate

1

2

3

4

5

3.51
3.46
3.39
3.31
3.31

Personal care / Beauty / Fitness service 
Art / Creative / Graphic Design
Sales - Retail / General
Healthcare - Nurse / Medical support / Assistant
Finance - Corporate finance / Investment / 
Merchant banking

1

2

3

4

5

MY
5.00
3.63
3.44
3.38
3.36

Merchandising 
Marketing / Business development
IT / Computer - Software
Arts / Creative / Graphic design
Sales - Engineering / Technical / IT

VN

1

2

3

4

5

5.44
5.13
4.97
4.95
4.90

Candidate outlook by specialisation - top 5 in each country
(on a scale 1-7, 1 being worse, 4 the same and 5-7 better compared to 2016)

Same Worse Common trend in MY, PH, SG and THBetter

Job outlook report 2017 
SEEK Asia signature market research series
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Candidates in all the countries believe that it will be very likely 
that the competition in their field of specialisation will be 
getting tougher (regional average 5.52). This indicates that 
there will be many more similarly qualified candidates in those 
specialisations which provide hirers the opportunity to pick 
the cream of the crop. Candidates anticipate the job market to 
diversify, hence the rising demand for new skills. They perceive 
job openings from market-entry foreign companies.

Candidates across the region are facing difficulty in searching 
and applying for jobs. This translates to a call for hirers to work 
on heightening their online presence to attract the right talent.

Insights on candidates’ perceived 
drivers of job outlook
Candidate respondents were asked how likely they thought 
certain job market scenarios were to happen in 2017. There 
is a consensus across the region on the top 3 and bottom 3 
perceived drivers of the job outlook.

Perceived drivers are the factors that contribute to a person’s perception on 
how the job market outlook would be. 

Highlights
Candidates in all countries believe 
that the competition in their field of 
specialisation will be getting tougher.

Scored 
5.52 
over 7

Average of competition in my field of 
specialization will become tougher

Average of start-ups will thrive and 
grow their business

Average of companies will expand 
and hire more employees

Average of searching for good job 
opportunities will be easy

Average of more foreign 
companies will enter the country 
and start operations

Average of more local companies 
will open and set-up business

Average of getting an interview for 
good job opportunities will be easy

Average of the job market will 
diversify with new types of skills 
and jobs

Average of job opportunities in my 
industry will grow

Average of applying to good job 
opportunities will be easy

Candidates’ perceived drivers

Note: Scores range form 1-7, whereby 1 is least likely to happen, 4 is neutral, 7 
is most likely to happen

ID MY PH SG TH VN

6

5

4

3

2
Regional
average

2. In your opinion, how likely or unlikely will the following job 
market scenarios happen in 2017?

Top 3 perceived drivers
• Competition in my field of specialisation will become tougher          
   (regional average 5.52). 
• The job market will diversify with new types of skills and jobs  
   (regional average 5.20). 
• More foreign companies will enter the country and start  
  operations (regional average is 4.93, which is strongly  
  influenced by candidates’ response from Indonesia (average 
  5.52)  and Vietnam (average 5.43).

Bottom 3 perceived drivers
• Searching for good job opportunities will be easy (3.77).
• Applying for good job opportunities will be easy (3.79).
• Getting an interview for good job opportunities will be 
  easy (3.95).
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Results show that candidates across all industries expect 
the job market to grow to some extent (posting scores 
slightly above 4, which is neutral). Stiff competition is also 
felt as a main driver. However, candidates in all industries 
were concerned that it would not be easy to find good jobs, 
as they returned average scores of below 4.

Candidates in the health industry expect the stiffest 
competition (5.40) Health also ranks highest in optimism 
of the growth of the job market (4.44). This is indicative 
of the health industry being a flourishing one since good 
jobs abound and candidates are facing more competition. 
However, candidates express some reserve on the ease of 
getting connected to good job opportunities.

Healthcare demand in Southeast Asia (SEA) is increasing 
rapidly, driven by population growth rates and an 
epidemiological shift from infectious diseases to a chronic 
disease pattern matching western markets3.

The construction Industry is also expected to grow and 
competition for jobs is expected to be fierce. According to 
a PwC study growth of construction spending between the 
years 2014-2019 in the ASEAN emerging countries range 
from 3% – 5%4. The forecast to the middle term shows that 
until 2020 the most interesting markets in Asia are going to 
be Indonesia and the Philippines.

To aid the analysis of drivers according to candidates’ industry, 
the survey questions were bunched up into three categories:

Job market growth.
  • The job market will diversify with new types of skills and jobs
  • More foreign companies will enter the country and start 
    operations
  • Start-ups will thrive and grow their businesses
  • Job opportunities in my industry will grow
  • More local companies will open and set-up business
  • Companies will expand and hire more employees

Competition in my field of specialisation will become 
tougher.

Ease of finding a good job.
  • Searching for good job opportunities will be easy
  • Applying for good job opportunities will be easy
  • Getting an interview for good job opportunities will be easy

Insights on candidates’ perceived 
drivers of the job outlook by industry 

` Job outlook is a forecast of 
the change in the number 

of people in a particular 
occupation over a set period to 

predict the job market.

Regional - average job market growth - candidate’s perceived drivers of job 
outlook - ranked by industry

1 Least likely to happen 4 Neutral Most likely to happen 7

4.362 Energy

4.353 CGSR

4.324 Manufacturing

4.285 Telecoms

4.266 Financial services

4.247 Construction

1 Health 4.44

Regional - average perception that competition in my field of specialisation will 
become tougher - candidate’s perceived drivers of job outlook - ranked by industry

1 Least likely to happen 4 Neutral Most likely to happen 7

Health

5.33CGSR4

5.353 Manufacturing

5.30Energy5

5.29Telecoms6

5.23Financial services7

5.362 Construction

5.401

Regional - average ease of finding a good job - candidate’s perceived drivers 
of job outlook - ranked by industry

1 Least likely to happen 4 Neutral Most likely to happen 7

3.487

3.596

3.625

3.644

3.653

2 3.67

3.691 Health

CGSR

Manufacturing

Energy

Telecoms

Financial services

Construction

Health ranks highest for job market growth and stiff competition but also 
tough to find a good job.

Job outlook report 2017 
SEEK Asia signature market research series
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Sum of campus recruitment

Companies prefer doing the most of their recruiting in 
the first six months of 2017, peaking in March and then 
tapering off towards the end of the year.

Peak hiring season
Hirers in Indonesia, Malaysia and the Philippines are 
mainly having difficulty seeking supervisors and specialists. 
Junior level positions (between 1-4 years experience) in 
Singapore and Thailand are in demand.

Talent crunch

`

Job outlook is among the labour market information one must consider 
when deciding whether or not to choose a career or to switch jobs.

3www2.deloitte.com/content/dam/Deloitte/sg/Documents/risk/sea-risk-future- 
  healthcare-thought-leadership-noexp.pdf
4www.buildingradar.com/construction-blog/asian-construction-market-forecast- 
  from-2015-2020

Highlights

Scored
slightly
above 4

Candidates industry-wide expect the 
job market to grow to some extent.

Scored
above 5

Candidates industry-wide expect 
stiff competition.

Scored
slightly
below 4

However, candidates industry-wide 
were concerned that it would not be 
easy to find good jobs.

ID PH SG TH

MYVN Regional average

Company hiring activity schedule

60

50

40

30

20

10

1200

1000

800

600

400

200

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Aug Sep Oct Nov DecJul

Bulk of hiring activities occur 
within the first half of 2017

Peak

Manager
Junior / 1-4 years experienceSupervisor / Specialist

CEO / COO / CTO / President / Top Management
Entry level / Fresh graduate / Non-executive

Difficult to hire job positions according to hirers

ID MY PH SG TH VN
Regional
average

40% 36% 35%

46% 35%

25% 31% 25% 36%
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Insights on candidate job 
hunting forecast
Everyone is looking out for better opportunities 
Across the region candidates have polled that they are actively 
using online job portals to monitor and scan the job market to 
apply for jobs. The online monitoring avenue is favoured by all 
countries. However, the online application mode is recorded 
highest in Indonesia (6.03) and the Philippines (5.42).

Candidates from all countries agree (average score of 5.68) that 
they will use online job portals to apply for new jobs.

Regional candidates’ preferred job hunting 
channels 
51% prefer online channels (the sum of preferences for social 
media, job boards & company websites) when job hunting. 
Survey results indicate that the preferred job hunting channels 
favoured by candidates today are via the internet, be it job 
boards, company career websites and social media.

Employers will benefit from learning candidate sentiment and job hunting 
behaviour to position themselves to be the first choice for the best 

talents, plus having implementing to retain existing valued employees to 
reduce disruptions and costs due to voluntary staff turnover.

Candidate’s preferred job hunting channels (regional total)

Sum of online - job boards
Sum of online - company 
career website
Sum of online - social media
Sum of referrals
Sum of recruitment agency

Sum of goverment / labor department
Sum of job fairs
Sum of industry 
association events
Sum of newspapers
Sum of campus recruitment

51%
prefer online
channels

23%

17%

17% 11%

9%

8%

6%
4% 3% 2%

Candidates’ job hunting attitudes

I will use online job 
portals to apply to 
new opportunities

I will actively monitor 
and scan job market

I will use online job 
portals to monitor 
and scan job market

I will not actively 
apply, but will 
be open to 
opportunities that 
are presented to me 

I will actively 
apply to new job 
opportunities

I have no plans of 
leaving my current 
job / employer in the 
coming year

3. How strongly do you agree or disagree with the following 
statements regarding your behavior towards job hunting in 2017?

7

6

5

4

3

2

ID MY PH SG TH VN
Regional
average

5.68
5.42

6.03

Highlights

51% Prefer online channels as their job 
hunting channels

17% Prefer company career websites.
23% Prefer job boards.

of which, 

Job outlook report 2017 
SEEK Asia signature market research series
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Our job outlook survey reveals a general sentiment of a gloomier 
2017 for the region’s job market scenario. Industry-wide 
survey results vary across the six countries polled. Countries 
experiencing varied stages of growth require differing recruiting 
and retention strategies.This report reveals valuable job hunting 
trends and job outlook information so hirers can customise 
targeted HR strategies for their job markets.

In growth economies, it is the employees’ market and job loyalty 
tends to take a back seat. Companies need to establish their 
employer brand to communicate their unique company work 
culture and values to differentiate themselves as the employer of 
choice. Job seekers can then align themselves to the company 
that best match their personal ideals.

Broadly defined, employer branding is a company’s ability 
to differentiate itself through a unique employee value 
proposition (EVP).  A strong EVP will communicate the 
company values in a way that highlights what makes that 
workplace unique and attractive to those sharing similar values.

Globally and regionally, employees tend to monitor the job 
market online, whether on job boards, company career 
websites or social media. Companies need to be visible on 
these online platforms. HR content should be coordinated 
with social media efforts for maximum impact. Integrating and 
synchronising social media channels and technology reflects a 
progressive company culture5.

The telling indicators regionally also point to the frustration of 
candidates not being able to connect to the right jobs, despite 
opportunities. Whether in boom time or otherwise, hirers should 
endeavour link ups with candidates to find the right employee fit. 
The broader the net is cast, the higher the chance of securing a 
larger qualified talent pool.

Across the region, employers facing economic challenges are 
forced to slash hiring budgets. However, it is prudent to train 
existing employees and provide sound career development plans. 
This approach builds upon existing talent, and sets the stage for 
employee retention and positive employer branding6.

Different strokes for different folks Recommendation for hirers
Create a strong employer brand: A strong 
employer brand must be established, based on 
company culture and values. The power of strong 
branding will attract the right talent and skills.

Visibility online: Online visibility, proper 
management of company career websites and 
social media integration are keys to reaching 
potential candidates. Advertise on job boards and 
industry portals.

Reassure employees to prevent turnover: 
In an unstable job market employers need to 
communicate actual hiring plans to prevent 
misperceptions and low morale, and to reassure 
their valued employees to prevent turnover. When 
the economy picks up, companies want to be on 
the leading edge with the right stable of talent.

Pick of the crop: There may be a larger pool of 
talent within certain specialisations emerging due to 
intense competition. Hirers will have the pick of the 
crop. HR managers can leverage off this information 
for mutually beneficial contract negotiations.

Retrain to retain: With most hirers concentrating 
their efforts on filling empty positions and adapting 
to general cost cutting measures, it is prudent to 
establish employee career growth programs to 
retrain valued employees for skills diversifications 
for vacancies within.

5www.launchpadrecruits.com/insight-articles/improve-employer-branding-
  recruitment
6www.michaelpage.com.sg/content/salary-centre/2017-singapore-salary-
  employment-outlook
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Indonesia
The fundamentals of the Indonesian economy remain strong, 
with a healthy rate of economic growth, the current account 
deficit and unemployment at multi-year lows. Robust private 
consumption helped GDP growth reach 5.0% in 2016 even 
as investment weakened7. Amid active growth across various 
sectors, some elements of caution do exist in Indonesia as a 
result of the current weaker global market sentiment. 

Both hirers and candidates express muted optimism compared to 
the previous year. Indonesia is the only country where the hirers’ 
outlook is far gloomier than the candidate8. In spite of the gloom, 
31% of hirers have plans to increase headcount in 2017 and on 
the flip side 23% hirers will be maintaining headcount figures.

There appears to be a mismatch in views between candidate 
and hirer on the outlook by industry. Candidates from the 
consumer goods, services & retail industry are expressing lowest 
optimism, whereas hirers are more positive. This could be due to 
strong local consumer demand driving the industry.

Indonesian candidates strongly agree that they will be actively 
monitoring the job market and applying for job outline (50%), 
specifically online job boards (25%) and company websites 
(13%). Referrals (16%) and government assisted recruitment 
(12%) feature strongly as well.

Recommendation for hirers:

Hirers should increase visibility on the internet. Internet savvy 
Indonesians rank the highest number of candidates preferring 
online job search and applications, as well as the highest 
recorded intention for voluntary churn.

Take note of the tendency of lack of employee loyalty and offer 
attractive retention and career growth programs.

Employees are expressing insecurity in their jobs due to their 
own perceptions. Hirers can address this gap by communicating 
their intentions. This assurance can prevent costly churn.

Employees expect stiff competition in their fields of 
specialisation. This presents an opportunity for hirers to have 
best picks from the growing pool of talent.

•

•

•

•

Indonesia - job outlook (in percent) Same as 
2016

Gloomier
than 2016

Brighter
than 2016

51%
35%

14%

Candidate
11%

9%

80%

Hirer

Job market outlook for 2017

Job market outlook for 2017 
- average scores

Better 71 Worse 4 Same 

Indonesia (2.98)

Regional (3.46)

Indonesia - candidate’s job outlook average score

Indonesia (2.65)

Regional (3.16)

1 Worse 4 Same Better 7
Indonesia - hirer’s job outlook average score

Hirer recruitment priorities

We will be only 
replacing / filling 
essential positions

We will be 
maintaning our hiring  
rate next year

We will not be hiring 
in the next year - 
total freeze hiring

We will be expanding 
and will be hiring 
more people

We will be hiring 
less compared to 
previous year

Other

Indonesia - hirer recruitment priorities

ID
32%

31%
23%

9%

2%

3%

Regional
average

50%

22%

12%

8%

7%

1%

6 Indonesia ranks sixth on the job outlook 
for 2017.

Highlights

80% Hirers foresee a gloomier year.

Highest in the region for online job 
application mode.

Scored 
6.03 
over 7

Candidate and hirer outlook 
by industry rankings

Indonesia - candidate and hirer outlook according to industry - ranking
Same WorseBetter

Candidate
Health 
Telecoms 
Manufacturing 
Energy
Construction 
Financial services 
CGSR

3.29
3.12
3.06
3.05
3.03
3.00
2.99

Hirer
Energy 
CGSR
Financial services 
Construction 
Manufacturing 
Health 
Telecoms 

3.00
2.99
2.86
2.67
2.47
2.00
2.00

Job outlook report 2017 
SEEK Asia signature market research series
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Candidate outlook according  
to specialisation

1 Worse 4 Same Better 7
Indonesia - candidate outlook by specialisation - country top 5

1

5 Sales - Corporate 3.31

4 IT / Software 3.31

3 Corporate strategy / Top management 3.39

2 Marketing / Business development 3.46

Science & technology / Laboratory 3.51

Candidate’s perceived drivers - 
by industry

Candidate’s preferred job hunting 
channels

50%
prefer online
channels

25%

13%

16% 12%

5%

12%

7%
3% 4% 3%

Indonesia - candidate’s preferred job hunting channels

Sum of online - job boards
Sum of online - company 
career website
Sum of online - social media
Sum of referrals
Sum of recruitment agency

Sum of goverment / labor department
Sum of job fairs
Sum of industry 
association events
Sum of newspapers
Sum of campus recruitment

Indonesia - candidates’ job hunting attitudes

I will use online job 
portals to apply to 
new opportunities

I will actively monitor 
and scan job market

I will use online job 
portals to monitor 
and scan job market

I will not actively 
apply, but will 
be open to 
opportunities that 
are presented to me 

I will actively 
apply to new job 
opportunities

I have no plans of 
leaving my current 
job / employer in the 
coming year

Candidate’s job hunting attitudes

1 Strongly disagree 4 Neutral Strongly agree 7

Indonesia (6.03) Highest in the region
Regional (5.68)

Indonesia (5.91)

Regional (5.44)

Indonesia (5.90)

Regional (5.64)

Indonesia (3.85)

Regional (3.69)

Indonesia (5.01)

Regional (4.74)

Indonesia (5.60)

Regional (5.40)

7ADB Outlook 2017,  page 231
8www.focus-economics.com/countries/indonesia

Indonesia - average ease of finding a good job - candidate’s perceived drivers 
of job outlook - ranked by industry

1 Least likely to happen 4 Neutral Most likely to happen 7

3.78Telecoms

3.88CGSR

3.90Financial services

Manufacturing 3.92

3.94Health

4.03Construction

4.09

7

6

5

4

3

2

1 Energy

Indonesia - average perception that competition in my field of specialization will 
become tougher - candidate’s perceived drivers of job outlook - ranked by industry

1 Least likely to happen 4 Neutral Most likely to happen 7

5.80Manufacturing

5.89CGSR

5.73Construction

5.67Telecoms

5.66Energy

5.91Health

5.91Financial services

4

3

5

6

7

2

1

Indonesia - average job market growth - candidate’s perceived drivers of job 
outlook - ranked by industry

1 Least likely to happen 4 Neutral Most likely to happen 7

5.192 Financial services

5.153 CGSR

5.144 Health

5.135 Manufacturing

5.116 Construction

5.007 Telecoms

1 Energy 5.24
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Malaysia
Malaysia ranks 5th place in the job market outlook ranking, with 
both candidates and hirers unconvinced of a buoyant scenario 
in 2017. Candidates seem to think the worst of the situation 
however employers are slightly more optimistic.

Despite the soft employment market caused by the two-
year economic slowdown brought on by declining fuel prices 
and subdued global trade9, hiring demand remains positive 
in Malaysia. About 11% of employers’ report maintaining 
hiring rates while 18% of employers note that hiring in 2017 
will increase. Companies in the health, manufacturing and 
consumer goods, services & retail industries show the most 
positive outlook in comparison with the others. 

Personal care/beauty/fitness services specialisation recorded 
the most positive outlook for 2017. This indicates the rising 
purchasing power of Malaysians for personal care luxuries. 
  
Malaysian candidates perceive slower growth across all 
industries as a leading driver of their negative job outlook. They 
expect stiffer competition and are concerned of not being able 
to find good jobs. This view is similar across all industries, with 
the lowest outlook on job market growth in the telecom industry. 
The favoured choice for job seeking is company websites and 
job portals.

Recommendation for hirers:

Establish a strong employer brand to attract the right 
candidates. Efforts to hire top candidates will be worthwhile 
despite the economic slump as companies need to be ready 
with the right line-up once the upsurge begins.
 
Be more visible on the internet as it is the favoured job 
hunting ground. 

Focus on employee retention programs to stem turnover. 
Reward employees for taking on added responsibilities.

Communicate and reassure employees on the company’s 
direction in uncertain times.

•

•

•

•

Job market outlook for 2017 
- average scores

1 Worse 4 Same Better 7

Malaysia (2.82)

Regional (3.46)

Malaysia - candidate’s job outlook average score

Malaysia (3.04)

Regional (3.16)

1 Worse 4 Same Better 7
Malaysia - hirer’s job outlook average score

Highlights

Intend to hire only to replace or fill 
essential roles.54%

63% Hirers and candidates agree to a 
gloomier year.

Job market outlook for 2017

Malaysia - job outlook (in percent) Same as 
2016

Gloomier
than 2016

Brighter
than 2016

63% 30%

7%

Candidate
63% 28%

9%

Hirer

Agree

Regional
average

50%

22%

12%

8%

7%

1%

Hirer recruitment priorities

We will be only 
replacing / filling 
essential positions

We will be 
maintaning our hiring  
rate next year

We will not be hiring 
in the next year - 
total freeze hiring

We will be expanding 
and will be hiring 
more people

We will be hiring 
less compared to 
previous year

Other

Malaysia - hirer recruitment priorities

MY
18%

11%
9%

7%
1%

54% highest in the region

Candidate and hirer outlook 
by industry rankings

Malaysia - candidate and hirer outlook according to industry - ranking
Same WorseBetter

Health
CGSR 
Manufacturing 
Construction 
Financial services  
Telecoms 
Energy

3.17
3.03
3.02
2.98
2.98
2.89
2.83

Financial services 
CGSR 
Energy 
Manufacturing 
Health 
Construction 
Telecoms  

3.06
2.94
2.92
2.81
2.81
2.72
2.37

Candidate Hirer

Job outlook report 2017 
SEEK Asia signature market research series
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9www.focus-economics.com/regions/asean
Malaysia - average ease of finding a good job - candidate’s perceived drivers of 
job outlook - ranked by industry

1 Least likely to happen 4 Neutral Most likely to happen 7

2.46Telecoms7

2.64Construction6

2.795 Health

Energy 2.794

2.843 CGSR

2 2.90Manufacturing

3.011 Financial services

Malaysia - average perception that competition in my field of specialization will 
become tougher - candidate’s perceived drivers of job outlook - ranked by industry

1 Least likely to happen 4 Neutral Most likely to happen 7

5.02Financial services4

5.093 Health

5.00Construction5

4.94Energy6

4.90Telecoms7

5.132 Manufacturing

5.191 CGSR

Malaysia - average job market growth - candidate’s perceived drivers of job 
outlook - ranked by industry

1 Least likely to happen 4 Neutral Most likely to happen 7

3.432 CGSR

3.413 Manufacturing

3.324 Health

3.215 Financial services

3.126 Construction

2.917 Telecoms

1 Energy 3.47

Candidate’s job hunting attitudes

Malaysia - candidates’ job hunting attitudes

I will use online job 
portals to apply to 
new opportunities

I will actively monitor 
and scan job market

I will use online job 
portals to monitor 
and scan job market

I will not actively 
apply, but will 
be open to 
opportunities that 
are presented to me 

I will actively 
apply to new job 
opportunities

I have no plans of 
leaving my current 
job / employer in the 
coming year

1 Strongly disagree 4 Neutral Strongly agree 7

Malaysia (3.57)

Regional (3.69)

Malaysia (4.42)

Regional (5.44)

Malaysia (4.62)

Regional (4.74)

Malaysia (4.86)

Regional (5.40)

Malaysia (5.13)

Regional (5.68)

Malaysia (5.19)

Regional (5.64)

53%
prefer online
channels

22%

23%
17%

8%

15%

3%
5%

2%4%1%

Candidate’s preferred job hunting 
channels

Malaysia - candidate’s preferred job hunting channels

Sum of online - job boards
Sum of online - company 
career website
Sum of online - social media
Sum of referrals
Sum of recruitment agency

Sum of goverment / labor department
Sum of job fairs
Sum of industry 
association events
Sum of newspapers
Sum of campus recruitment

Candidate outlook according  
to specialisation

5 Finance - Corporate finance / Investement banking 3.36

4 Health - Nurse / Medical support 3.38

3 Sales - Retail / General 3.44

2 Art / Creative / Graphic Design 3.63

1 Personal care / Beauty / Fitness services 5.00

1 Worse 4 Same Better 7
Malaysia - candidate outlook by specialisation - country top 5

Candidate’s perceived drivers - 
by industry
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Philippines Pilipinas
The Philippine economy has held up relatively well against 
external storms in 2016, compared to its regional counterparts. 
The buoyant domestic demand is driving economic growth with 
GDP accelerating from 5.59% in 2015 to 6.8% in 201610. 

Filipino candidates and hirers expect an improvement in the job 
market in 2017. This should bring much cheer as only 67% of 
the respondents were currently employed and yet 89% of them 
have attained Bachelors and Masters degrees. This shows that 
there is a big pool of qualified candidates looking to be matched 
to the right job.

The Philippines government has planned to create at least 
1.2 million new jobs each year until 2022 to fully tap into the 
local untapped workforce, and this will likely contribute to hiring 
numbers in 201711.

The outlook on the health industry is positive from the 
perspective of both candidates and hirers. This outlook may 
be attributed to the growth of the jobs opening and the ease of 
getting connected to those jobs. 

Candidates are flocking to the internet in the hopes of getting 
better job opportunities (53%); predominantly at company 
career websites (24%) and online job boards (19%).

Recommendation for hirers:

Increase online visibility by advertising on job portals, and spruce 
up company website career pages since there is a hiring boom.

Establish a strong employer brand to attract right candidates.

Provide clear job descriptions and expectations. Online 
interactions are effective when funnelling prospects. 

Focus on employee retention programs to stem turnover, since 
employees seek brighter opportunities.

•

•

•

•

Job market outlook for 2017

Philippines - job outlook (in percent) Same as 
2016

Gloomier
than 2016

Brighter
than 2016

13%
40%

47%

Candidate

17%
26%

57% 

Hirer

Job market outlook for 2017 
- average scores

1 Worse 4 Same Better 7

Philippines (4.87)

Regional (3.46)

Philippines - candidate’s job outlook average score

Philippines (4.83)

Regional (3.16)

1 Worse 4 Same Better 7
Philippines - hirer’s job outlook average score

1 The Phillipines ranks number one on the 
job outlook for 2017.

Highlights

Predict that job market will 
be brighter in 2017.

47% 
candidates

57% 
hirers

Second highest headcount expansion 
plan in the region.64%
Highest company career website 
preference as job hunting channel in 
the region.

24%

PH
17%

64%
10%

8%

1%

Hirer recruitment priorities

We will be only 
replacing / filling 
essential positions

We will be 
maintaning our hiring  
rate next year

We will not be hiring 
in the next year - 
total freeze hiring

We will be expanding 
and will be hiring 
more people

We will be hiring 
less compared to 
previous year

Other

Philippines - hirer recruitment priorities

Regional
average

50%

22%

12%

8%

7%

1%

Health
Construction 
Financial services  
CGSR 
Manufacturing 
Energy 
Telecoms

5.33
5.25
5.00
4.80
4.73
4.00
3.00

Telecoms 
Health 
Energy 
Financial services 
Construction 
CGSR  
Manufacturing  

5.43
5.24
5.03
4.99
4.93
4.83
4.75

Candidate and hirer outlook 
by industry rankings

Philippines - candidate and hirer outlook according to industry - ranking
Same WorseBetter

Candidate Hirer

Job outlook report 2017 
SEEK Asia signature market research series
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Candidate’s perceived drivers - 
by industry

Candidate’s job hunting attitudes

1 Strongly disagree 4 Neutral Strongly agree 7

Philippines (3.60)

Regional (3.69)

Philippines (4.45)

Regional (4.74)

Philippines (5.18)

Regional (5.44)

Philippines (5.29)

Regional (5.40)

Philippines (5.40)

Regional (5.64)

Philippines (5.42)

Regional (5.68)

Philippines - candidates’ job hunting attitudes

I will use online job 
portals to apply to 
new opportunities

I will actively monitor 
and scan job market

I will use online job 
portals to monitor 
and scan job market

I will not actively 
apply, but will 
be open to 
opportunities that 
are presented to me 

I will actively 
apply to new job 
opportunities

I have no plans of 
leaving my current 
job / employer in the 
coming year

10ADB Outlook 2017, page 246
11 www.hrinasia.com/hr-news/positive-hiring-outlook-for-philippines-in-2017-

strengthened-by-effective-local-policies

Philippines - average job market growth - candidate’s perceived drivers of job 
outlook - ranked by industry

1 Least likely to happen 4 Neutral Most likely to happen 7

2 Telecoms
3 Health
4 Energy
5 Construction
6 Manufacturing
7 CGSR

1 Financial services

5.23

5.19

5.14

5.09

4.97

4.93

5.29

Philippines - average perception that competition in my field of specialization will 
become tougher - candidate’s perceived drivers of job outlook - ranked by industry

1 Least likely to happen 4 Neutral Most likely to happen 7

Construction4

3 Manufacturing

Health5

Energy6

CGSR7

2 Telecoms

5.33

5.37

5.27

5.25

5.21

5.49

5.571 Financial services

Philippines - average ease of finding a good job - candidate’s perceived drivers 
of job outlook - ranked by industry

1 Least likely to happen 4 Neutral Most likely to happen 7

4.27Manufacturing7

4.43CGSR6

4.445 Financial services

Energy 4.464

4.653 Construction

2 4.65Telecoms

4.661 Health

5 Personal care / Beauty / Fitness services 5.25

4 Engineering - Civil / Construction / Structural 5.36

3 Hotel management / Tourism services 5.42

2 IT / Computer - Hardware 5.48

1 Sale - Engineering / Technical / IT 5.67

Candidate outlook according  
to specialisation

1 Worse 4 Same Better 7
Philippines - candidate outlook by specialisation - country top 5

53%
prefer online
channels

19%

24%
16%

10%

9%

8%

7%
4%2%1%

Candidate’s preferred job hunting 
channels

Philippines - candidate’s preferred job hunting channels

Sum of online - job boards
Sum of online - company 
career website
Sum of online - social media
Sum of referrals
Sum of recruitment agency

Sum of goverment / labor department
Sum of job fairs
Sum of industry 
association events
Sum of newspapers
Sum of campus recruitment
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Despite both candidate and hirers posted similar subdued 
expectations for the job market, (scores of 2.65 and 3.25 
respectively), the fact that the hirers outlook is more positive 
weighs in as they hold the key to the hiring budgets. 33% of 
employers have reported expansion plans, 17% replacing and 
filling essential positions.
 
Singapore has experienced a challenging 2016, yet 
notwithstanding its slightly weaker global economic status, 
2017 is set to see moderate growth across employee 
headcount with bright spots observed in the financial service 
and health industries. The healthcare sector will see an uplift in 
hiring due to increased demand for quality services being made 
available to12 an ageing population.

One of the candidates’ main drivers for job market growth is the 
diversification of the job market; the opening up of new jobs with 
new types of skills as evidenced by the emergence of fintech 
in the finance industry. The other driver trends that has been 
observed is the increased competition in certain specialisations. 
Candidates also report difficulties in connecting to good jobs. 

45% of job hunting in Singapore is sourced online; a mix of online 
job boards (20%) and company career websites (18%). Other 
preferred modes are referrals (18%) and recruitment agencies 
(14%). This may be due to the mixed age groups, with older ones 
sticking to traditional channels.

Recommendation for hirers:

As companies restructure, emphasise continuous learning 
and development. Leveraging on vocational training and 
internships can bridge skills and employability gaps13. 
 
Adapt talent management philosophies and technologies in 
terms of how the workforce is hired, managed, organised 
and engaged.  

With increasingly tighter headcount budget, get creative with 
work style flexibility. This helps fill jobs more cost effectively 
and can ease labour market dysfunctions by connecting the 
right talent to job opportunities.
 
Explore contract employment for a wider pool of potential 
candidates14.

•

•

•

•

Singapore
Job market outlook for 2017

Singapore - job outlook (in percent) Same as 
2016

Gloomier
than 2016

Brighter
than 2016

58%
21%

21% 

63%

30%

7%

Candidate Hirer

Job market outlook for 2017 
- average scores

1 Worse 4 Same Better 7

Singapore (2.65)

Regional (3.46)

Singapore - candidate’s job outlook average score

Singapore (3.25)

Regional (3.16)

1 Worse 4 Same Better 7
Singapore - hirer’s job outlook average score

21% Hirers plan to freeze hiring in 2017.

Highlights

Expect a brighter year. 
Mismatched outlook!

7% 
candidates

vs21% 
hirers

Hirer recruitment priorities

We will be only 
replacing / filling 
essential positions

We will be 
maintaning our hiring  
rate next year

We will not be hiring 
in the next year - 
total freeze hiring

We will be expanding 
and will be hiring 
more people

We will be hiring 
less compared to 
previous year

Other

SG
17%

33%
21%

8%

21%
highest in
the region

Singapore - hirer recruitment priorities

Regional
average

50%

22%

12%

8%

7%

1%

Candidate and hirer outlook 
by industry rankings

Singapore - candidate and hirer outlook according to industry - ranking
Same WorseBetter

Financial services 
Health
Energy 
CGSR 
Manufacturing

3.67
3.33
3.00
2.71
2.25
NA
NA

CGSR 
Telecoms 
Energy 
Manufacturing 
Financial services    
Health 
Construction   

2.93
2.89
2.86
2.58
2.47
2.22
2.08

Candidate Hirer

Job outlook report 2017 
SEEK Asia signature market research series
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Candidate’s perceived drivers - by 
industry

5.04CGSR4

5.443 Telecoms

5.02Manufacturing5

5.00Health6

4.39Financial services7

5.762 Energy

5.961 Construction

Singapore - average perception that competition in my field of specialization will 
become tougher - candidate’s perceived drivers of job outlook - ranked by industry

1 Least likely to happen 4 Neutral Most likely to happen 7

45%
prefer online
channels

20%

18%

18%
7%

14%

8%

6%
2% 6% 1%

Candidate’s job hunting attitudes

Singapore - candidates’ job hunting attitudes

I will use online job 
portals to apply to 
new opportunities

I will actively monitor 
and scan job market

I will use online job 
portals to monitor 
and scan job market

I will not actively 
apply, but will 
be open to 
opportunities that 
are presented to me 

I will actively 
apply to new job 
opportunities

I have no plans of 
leaving my current 
job / employer in the 
coming year

1 Strongly disagree 4 Neutral Strongly  agree 7

Singapore (4.79)

Regional (5.44)

Singapore (5.16)

Regional (5.68)

Singapore (3.33)

Regional (3.69)

Singapore (4.45)

Regional (4.74)

Singapore (5.08)

Regional (5.40)

Singapore (5.27)

Regional (5.64)

12 www.michaelpage.com.sg/advice/market-insights/industry-reports/key-insights-
2017-singapore-salary-employment-outlook

14 www.michaelpage.com.sg/advice/market-insights/market- updates/5-trends-
impacting-singapore-s-2017-jobs-outlook

13 www.adecco.com.sg/news/singapore-labour-market- outlook-2017/20288/

Singapore - average ease of finding a good job - candidate’s perceived drivers 
of job outlook - ranked by industry

1 Least likely to happen 4 Neutral Most likely to happen 7

2.22Telecoms7

2.43Manufacturing6

2.475 Construction

Health 2.564

2.563 Financial services

2 2.63CGSR

2.921 Energy

Singapore - average job market growth - candidate’s perceived drivers of job 
outlook - ranked by industry

1 Least likely to happen 4 Neutral Most likely to happen 7

2 Telecoms
3 Manufacturing
4 CGSR
5 Health
6 Construction
7 Financial services

1 Energy

3.50

3.29

3.25

3.19

3.16

3.04

3.74

5 Healthcare - Nurse / Medical support & assistant 3.36

4 Engineering - Electrical 3.50

3 Personal care / Beauty / Fitness services 4.00

2 Healthcare - Doctor / Diagnosis 5.00

1 Finance - Corporate finance / Investment / Merchant banking 5.00

Candidate outlook according  
to specialisation

1 Worse 4 Same Better 7
Singapore - candidate outlook by specialisation - country top 5

Candidate’s preferred job hunting 
channels

Singapore - candidate’s preferred job hunting channels

Sum of online - job boards
Sum of online - company 
career website
Sum of online - social media
Sum of referrals
Sum of recruitment agency

Sum of goverment / labor department
Sum of job fairs
Sum of industry 
association events
Sum of newspapers
Sum of campus recruitment
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Thailand’s economy is expected to grow at 3.1 percent in 2016 
and 3.2 percent in 2017, up from 2.8 percent last year15. Despite 
concerns about the country’s stability, companies are still 
demonstrating strong appetites for growth, as revealed by this 
survey.

Companies in Thailand have a healthy expansion trend of 43%, 
and a further 39% are hiring to replace or fill essential positions. 
The demand for talented professionals remains high, spurred by 
the high levels of foreign investment, especially in the consumer 
goods, services & retail and manufacturing sectors. Employers 
are finding it difficult to hire supervisor and junior level employees.

The health industry is booming as the hirer outlook for this 
industry is very optimistic and candidates in the medical field have 
also expressed positivity. Thailand is a health leader in South-east 
Asia. Not only is it strong on the domestic side, with more than 
99% of the population receiving free health care, but it is also a 
highly competitive destination for medical tourism16.

The respondents are from an even mix of gender, employed as 
managers, supervisors, junior levels with a high level of education 
(60% with Bachelor’s degree and 36% with Master’s degree). 
There is a fairly big talent pool to choose from yet hiring the right 
match is still illusive.

The drivers for the candidates’ pessimistic outlook is the 
increasing level of competition in their specialisation as well as the 
difficulty of connecting to good job opportunities.

52% of candidates prowl the internet to look for jobs via  
online channels.

Recommendation for hirers:

Companies with well-run recruitment processes will snap up 
the best talent. Headcount planning is essential to ensure 
placing of job ads and job applications are effectively managed.

Rise to the challenge of developing human capital. Offer clear 
career paths for employees to retain valuable talent.

Companies relying on overseas talent require a strong 
transition plan to transfer knowledge to domestic employees. 
This will help groom employees for leadership positions. 

Increase visibility on the internet by registering on job portals, 
by creating and managing company career websites and 
interacting with potential candidates on social media, since this 
is a trend in Thailand.

•

•

•

•

Thailand ประเทศไทย
Job market outlook for 2017

Thailand - job outlook (in percent) Same as 
2016

Gloomier
than 2016

Brighter
than 2016

33%

28%

39% 

50%

26%

24%

Candidate Hirer

Job market outlook for 2017 
- average scores

1 Worse 4 Same Better 7

Thailand (3.43)

Regional (3.46)

Thailand - candidate’s job outlook average score

Thailand (4.30)

Regional (3.16)

1 Worse 4 Same Better 7
Thailand - hirer’s job outlook average score

Mismatch

Highlights
Large expectation gap on 
job market outlook indicates 
candidates are not getting 
connected to the right jobs.

Scored 
4.30 
(hirer)

Scored 
3.43 

(candidate)

TH
39%

43%
12%

4%

2%

Hirer recruitment priorities

We will be only 
replacing / filling 
essential positions

We will be 
maintaning our hiring  
rate next year

We will not be hiring 
in the next year - 
total freeze hiring

We will be expanding 
and will be hiring 
more people

We will be hiring 
less compared to 
previous year

Other

Thailand - hirer recruitment priorities

Regional
average

50%

22%

12%

8%

7%

1%

Financial services 
Telecoms 
Manufacturing 
Energy 
CGSR 
Construction  

3.86
3.83
3.53
3.50
3.42
3.38
NA

Health
Manufacturing 
Energy 
CGSR 
Construction   
Telecoms

7.00
7.00
5.20
4.55
4.33
4.00
NA

Candidate and hirer outlook 
by industry rankings

Thailand - candidate and hirer outlook according to industry - ranking
Same WorseBetter

Candidate Hirer

Job outlook report 2017 
SEEK Asia signature market research series
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Candidate’s perceived drivers - 
by industry

52%
prefer online
channels

18%

21%

12%
13%

16%

4%
7%

5% 2% 2%

Candidate’s job hunting attitudes

Thailand - candidates’ job hunting attitudes

I will use online job 
portals to apply to 
new opportunities

I will actively monitor 
and scan job market

I will use online job 
portals to monitor 
and scan job market

I will not actively 
apply, but will 
be open to 
opportunities that 
are presented to me 

I will actively 
apply to new job 
opportunities

I have no plans of 
leaving my current 
job / employer in the 
coming year

1 Strongly disagree 4 Neutral Strongly agree 7

Thailand (5.24)

Regional (5.44)

Thailand (5.48)

Regional (5.40)

Thailand (3.02)

Regional (3.69)

Thailand (4.02)

Regional (4.74)

Thailand (5.47)

Regional (5.68)

Thailand (5.53)

Regional (5.64)

15 www.worldbank.org/en/news/press-release/2016/12/19/ thailands-economy-
maintains-recovery-at-32-percent-in-2017, according to the 2016 Thailand 
Economic Monitor released today by the World Bank

16 www.oxfordbusinessgroup.com/overview/health-check-despite-
financial-challenges-sector-set-robust-growth

Thailand - average job market growth - candidate’s perceived drivers of job 
outlook - ranked by industry

1 Least likely to happen 4 Neutral Most likely to happen 7

2 Energy
3 Manufacturing
4 Construction
5 Telecoms
6 Financial services

1 CGSR

4.00

3.99

3.98

3.78

3.64

4.11

Thailand - average perception that competition in my field of specialization will 
become tougher - candidate’s perceived drivers of job outlook - ranked by industry

1 Least likely to happen 4 Neutral Most likely to happen 7

5.45CGSR4

5.673 Telecoms

5.13Construction5

4.96Financial services6

5.932 Manufacturing

6.201 Energy

Thailand - average ease of finding a good job - candidate’s perceived drivers of 
job outlook - ranked by industry

1 Least likely to happen 4 Neutral Most likely to happen 7

3.30Financial services6

3.365 Construction

Energy 3.374

3.503 Telecoms

2 3.53Manufacturing

3.631 CGSR

Candidate outlook according  
to specialisation

5 Manufacturing / Production operations 4.13

4 Logistics / Supply chain / Transport 4.25

3 Personal care / Beauty / Fitness services 4.67

2 Finance - Corporate finance / Investment / Merchant banking 5.67

1 Healthcare - Doctor / Diagnosis 6.00

Candidate outlook according  
to specialisation

1 Worse 4 Same Better 7
Thailand - candidate outlook by specialisation - country top 5

Candidate’s preferred job hunting 
channels

Thailand - candidate’s preferred job hunting channels

Sum of online - job boards
Sum of online - company 
career website
Sum of online - social media
Sum of referrals
Sum of recruitment agency

Sum of goverment / labor department
Sum of job fairs
Sum of industry 
association events
Sum of newspapers
Sum of campus recruitment
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Vietnam Việt Nam
Vietnam is enjoying strong economic growth. Despite 
uncertainties in the global environment, Vietnam’s economy 
remains resilient. The country’s medium-term outlook is 
favourable, with GDP expanding by 6% in 2016.

There is a positive outlook by both hirer (4.50) and candidates 
(4.57) for job outlook. Employers find it harder to hire for 
managerial positions.  

Hirers from all the industries have a positive outlook: with those in 
the manufacturing industry posting the most positive result. This 
is because Vietnam is continuing to see a surge in Foreign Direct 
Investments in manufacturing.

Candidates who are specialists in merchandising and marketing 
have the most positive job outlook in 2017. IT software 
developers and IT Sales are the next highest in outlook rank, 
as Vietnam is a growing IT hub, this will drive recruitment for 
specialists in cloud computing, big data, business intelligence, 
and information security17.

The main drivers for candidates’ outlook is their confidence that 
the job market growth will be driven by the emergence of new 
types of skills and jobs, and that foreign companies will set up 
business in the country. Candidates also indicate that it will be 
easy to find a good job.

Vietnamese candidates actively monitor job opportunities via 
online job portals. The preferred job hunting channels are online 
(47%)  in addition to the more traditional methods of referrals and 
recruitment agencies (53%).

Recommendation for hirers:

Communicating a positive brand image is critical since the 
candiate pool is limited and opportunities abound. 

Hire candidates that are the right fit, both technically and 
culturally. Utilise personality tests, devise probing interview 
questions to avoid hiring out of desperation. 

Hire quickly in a booming job market to reduce hiring time. 
Candidates have multiple offers so don’t lose them to  
competitors18.

One way to train and develop the best talent is to hire interns. 
They can be trained from the start and their skills further 
developed.  Resources spent on development programs is 
commonly offset with lower starting wages for workers for 
loyalty in return.

Survey market wage plans and hiring trends to ensure job 
offers are attractive enough to retain employees.

•

•

•

•

•

Job market outlook for 2017

Vietnam - job outlook (in percent) Same as 
2016

Gloomier
than 2016

Brighter
than 2016

16%

33%

51% 

27% 24%

49%

Candidate Hirer

Job market outlook for 2017 
- average scores

1 Worse 4 Same Better 7

Vietnam (4.50)

Regional (3.46)

Vietnam - candidate’s job outlook average score

Vietnam (4.57)

Regional (3.16)

1 Worse 4 Same Better 7
Vietnam - hirer’s job outlook average score

Highlights
Hirers in Vietnam have posted the 
largest expansion trend.

68%

VN
24%

68%
highest in the region

4% 2%

2%

Hirer recruitment priorities

We will be only 
replacing / filling 
essential positions

We will be 
maintaning our hiring  
rate next year

We will not be hiring 
in the next year - 
total freeze hiring

We will be expanding 
and will be hiring 
more people

We will be hiring 
less compared to 
previous year

Other

Vietnam - hirer recruitment priorities

Regional
average

50%

22%

12%

8%

7%

1%

Construction 
Health
CGSR
Financial services    
Manufacturing 
Energy
Telecoms 

4.68
4.47
4.46
4.45
4.42
4.00
3.11

Health
Construction 
Financial services  
CGSR 
Manufacturing 
Energy 
Telecoms

5.50
5.00
4.80
4.50
4.50
4.37
4.00

Candidate and hirer outlook 
by industry rankings

Vietnam - candidate and hirer outlook according to industry - ranking
Same WorseBetter

Candidate Hirer

Job outlook report 2017 
SEEK Asia signature market research series
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Vietnam - average perception that competition in my field of specialization will 
become tougher - candidate’s perceived drivers of job outlook - ranked by industry

1 Least likely to happen 4 Neutral Most likely to happen 7

Construction4

3 CGSR

Manufacturing5

Telecoms6

Energy7

2 Financial services

5.03

5.21

4.82

4.58

4.00

5.52

5.721 Health

17 www.hrinasia.com/general/positive-job-outlook- for-vietnamese-professionals 
-in-2017/

18 www.trans-tech.com/blog/6-hiring-strategies-competitive-employment-market/
Vietnam - average ease of finding a good job - candidate’s perceived drivers of 
job outlook - ranked by industry

1 Least likely to happen 4 Neutral Most likely to happen 7

Energy7

Telecoms6

5 Manufacturing

Financial services4

3 Health

2 CGSR

4.23

4.26

4.51

4.51

4.52

4.60

4.751 Construction

Candidate’s perceived drivers - 
by industry

Vietnam - average job market growth - candidate’s perceived drivers of job 
outlook - ranked by industry

1 Least likely to happen 4 Neutral Most likely to happen 7

2 Telecoms
3 CGSR
4 Financial services
5 Manufacturing
6 Construction
7 Energy

1 Health

5.25

5.25

5.21

5.13

5.00

4.57

5.34

Candidate’s job hunting attitudes

Vietnam - candidates’ job hunting attitudes

I will use online job 
portals to apply to 
new opportunities

I will actively monitor 
and scan job market

I will use online job 
portals to monitor 
and scan job market

I will not actively 
apply, but will 
be open to 
opportunities that 
are presented to me 

I will actively 
apply to new job 
opportunities

I have no plans of 
leaving my current 
job / employer in the 
coming year

1 Strongly disagree 4 Neutral Strongly agree 7

Vietnam (5.35)

Regional (5.44)

Vietnam (5.55)

Regional (5.68)

Vietnam (3.72)

Regional (3.69)

Vietnam (4.53)

Regional (4.74)

Vietnam (5.47)

Regional (5.40)

Vietnam (5.57)

Regional (5.64)

47%
prefer online
channels

24%

11%

19% 12%

14%

3%
3%

9%
3% 2%

Candidate’s preferred job hunting 
channels

Vietnam - candidate’s preferred job hunting channels

Sum of online - job boards
Sum of online - company 
career website
Sum of online - social media
Sum of referrals
Sum of recruitment agency

Sum of goverment / labor department
Sum of job fairs
Sum of industry 
association events
Sum of newspapers
Sum of campus recruitment

5 Sales - Engineering / Technical  /IT 4.90

4 Arts / Creative / Graphic design 4.95

3 IT / Computer - Software 4.97

2 Marketing / Business development 5.13

1 Merchandising 5.44

Candidate outlook according  
to specialisation
Candidate outlook according  
to specialisation

1 Worse 4 Same Better 7
Vietnam - candidate outlook by specialisation - country top 5
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Singapore 
Thailand
Vietnam

Indonesia 
Malaysia 
Philippines

Methodology
Methods and sampling 
The following report is based on a survey of employees and 
hirers on the subject of job outlook across six countries, namely 
Indonesia, Philippines, Malaysia, Singapore, Thailand and 
Vietnam. The purpose of this report is to gain detailed insight 
into the 2017 job market outlook from the perspective of the 
candidate as well as the hirer. To get an in-depth picture of the 
situation, various angles were looked at:

• What is the Job Outlook of candidates and hirers based on  
  industry and candidate specialisation?
• What are the perceived drivers for candidate’s outlook, based 
  on industry?
• What are the hirer’s recruitment priorities by country and region?
• When is the peak hiring season?
• What are the positions difficult to find?
• What are the attitudes of the candidates towards job hunting?
• What are the preferred job hunting channels? 

This information will provide useful key insights to employers to 
help them develop and enhance recruitment strategies as well 
with crafting HR initiatives to attract, engage and retain talent 
they need.

The questionnaire was developed with a HR academic research 
expert. A standardised format was used for regional deployment 
with localised language utilised as needed per country. 

A 7-point scale was used for the outlook questionnaire, where 1 
was worse than 2016, 4 the same and 7 much better than 2016. 
The Drivers questionnaire also used a 7 point scale where 1 was 
very unlikely, 4 neutral and 7 very likely. 

More than 8,000 candidates and 2964 hirers answered the 
survey, with candidates from a wide range of industries, including 
fresh graduates and those in top management positions. The 
questions in the survey were standardised, but translated with 
descriptions for each market, allowing the survey to be understood 
in a local context. Surveys were conducted via online survey 
forms.including fresh graduates and those in top management 
positions. The questions in the survey were standardised, but 
translated with descriptions for each market, allowing the survey 
to be understood in a local context. Surveys were conducted via 
online survey forms.

Candidates:
Entry level

Junior
Supervisor

Manager
Top Management

Hirer:
HR

Owner/CEO

• Job Outlook of candidate 
& hirer by industry and 

candidate specialisation
• Candidate’s perceived 

drivers of outlook 
by industry

• Hirer’s recruitment 
priorities, by country 

and region
• Attitude of candidates 

to job hunting and 
preferred channels

Strategies to 
attract, hire 
and retain

respondents
and

8,105

2,964 
hirers

32 
specialisations

and

7
categorised
industries

condensed from

19
industries

Job outlook report 2017 
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Our offices

Hong Kong
Jobs DB Hong Kong Limited,
11/F, Guardian House, 
32 Oi Kwan Road, Wan Chai, 
Hong Kong.

Indonesia
PT. JobStreet Indonesia,
Prudential Tower, 15th floor,
Jl. Jend. Sudirman Kav. 79,
Jakarta 12910 - Indonesia.

Malaysia
JobStreet.com Sdn Bhd,
Wisma JobStreet.com,
27 Lorong Medan Tuanku 1,
(Off Jalan Sultan Ismail),
50300 Kuala Lumpur.

Philippines
JobStreet.com Philippines, Inc.
20/F Robinsons Cybergate Center Tower 3,
Robinsons Pioneer Complex,
Pioneer Avenue,
Mandaluyong City.

Singapore
JobStreet.com Pte Ltd,
10 Anson Road #05-20,
International Plaza,
Singapore 079903.

Thailand
Jobs DB Recruitment (Thailand) Limited,
1 Empire Tower III, 26th Floor, Unit 2607-2608,
South Sathorn Road, Yannawa, Sathorn, 
Bangkok 10120.

Vietnam
JobStreet Co., Ltd.
3A - 5B Nguyen Van Thu St., 
Dakao ward, Dist.1,
Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam.
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